
Gene Expression in the Brain
and Behavior in the Male European Starlings

Background

What is the connection between the activity of chemicals in the brain and behavior? How does brain
chemistry predict complex behavior, such as singing in birds? Male birds with higher testosterone
levels may be more prone to exhibit behavior indicating that they are desirable mates for prospective
females, such as singing long and complex songs or showing that they “own” or control a desirable
nesting box. In addition to the testosterone system, regulation of genes in the opioid system are
also thought to play a role in behavior. Scientists involved with this research wish to examine how
a few key genes from these two systems may act in various brain regions associated with birdsong
and motivation.

The purpose of the study is to examine expression levels of three different genes, one related to
the testosterone system and two related to the opioid system, separately in seven different brain
regions of male European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and to relate this gene expression data to
observational data on the behavior of the males. (Note that some of these three genes are not
measured in some of the brain regions, either because the genes are not expressed there or are not
thought to play an important role in that brain region.)

The data you will see is part of a larger study that involved observations both with and without
the presence of a female bird, but we will restrict attention to behavior in the presence of a female
bird. The three genes in the study are AR (androgen receptor), a receptor of the hormone testos-
terone; PENK (pre-proenkephalin), a precursor to the opioid enkaphalin neurotransmitter, and
MOPR (mu opioid receptor), a receptor for enkephalin/opioid neurotransmitters made by PENK.
Expression levels of the genes are measured by quantifying the amount of messenger RNA (mRNA)
for each gene relative to amounts of mRNA from two reference genes in samples of brain tissue. The
experimental measurements involve extracting mRNA from brain tissue, using reverse transcrip-
tion to convert mRNA to complementary DNA (cDNA), and using quantitative PCR (polymerase
chain reaction) to amplify the amount of DNA through a series of temperature controlled reaction
cycles. Each temperature cycle of the reaction nearly doubles the number of copies of genes that
amplify with a selection of primers. The amplified DNA is embued with fluorescent markers that
can be measured to determine the time (in cycles) at which the concentration of DNA rises above
a prespecified threshhold. These values are adjusted using similar measurements from a pair of
reference genes, and normalized within a set of birds. More details about this are described below.

The seven brain regions are:

1. HVC, a vocal nucleus in the songbird brain;

2. RA, the Robust Nucleus of the Arcopallium, a song nucleus in the songbird brain;

3. Area X, a song nucleus in the songbird brain, important for song learning;

4. ICo, a song nucleus in the songbird brain, important for song production;

5. cLS, the caudal Lateral Septum, an important nucleus in motivated and rewarded behaviors,
including agonistic behavior;

6. iPOM, the intermediate Preoptic Nucleus, an important nucleus in motivated and rewarded
behaviors, including courtship and copulation;
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7. mVTA, the medial portion of the Ventral Tegmental Area, an important nucleus in motivated
and rewarded behaviors.

Note that the first four of these are related to song and the last three to motivated and reward
behaviors.

Study Design

The study design included 25 male starlings with five birds housed in each of five open air aviaries
located on the roof of Birge Hall on the UW-Madison campus. However, only 20 individuals had
brain chemistry measurements as some birds perished or were removed from the study prior to the
completion of observations of their behavior.

All birds were captured in the wild in 2011 and housed in groups of five in indoor labs in Birge
Hall for about a year before the observations began. The birds were all adult males at the time of
capture, but their age, health, and susceptibility to disease were unknown. Birds were moved from
indoor labs in their groups of five to outdoor aviaries in June 2012, a week or so before scheduled
observation periods. Each aviary contained four nest boxes and an environment intended to mimic
nature. On eight separate days, birds were observed with their group for 20 minute periods in the
presence of a female bird who was introduced to the aviary a few minutes before the observation
period began. (Birds were also observed without the female bird present, but you do not have this
data.) Each of the five birds in a single aviary was tagged with a differently colored leg band and
all birds have unique IDs.

An observer watched the birds for 20 minutes and recorded the frequency which the birds
performed each of eleven behaviors: (1) Perching on a nest box; (2) Calling; (3) Displacing others;
(4) Entering a nest box; (5) Feeding; (6) Gathering nest material; (7) Drinking water; (8) Landing
on a nest box top; (9) Looking in a nest box; (10) Preening; and (11) Wing Waving. Each of these
behaviors is described in more detail on the Excel spread sheet that contains the data. In addition,
the observer recorded each time that a bird sang and the duration of the song in seconds.

Anomolies.— Five birds were removed from the study, either due to death or poor health. In
Aviary 1, bird Yellow 467 was found dead and bird White 470 was found in poor health and removed
from the study about one week after observations began. On the day of the last observation, bird
Green 439 was seen to be pinning and pecking one of the remaining survivors. Green 439 was
sacrificed a day early and is presumed to have killed birds Yellow 467 and White 470. (This
behavior is far from typical among starlings in laboratory settings; the birds had lived together
peacefully for about a year prior to this study.) In Aviary 2, bird Yellow 409 was discovered
dead before the first day of observation. In Aviary 3 bird Yellow 483 died before the last day of
observation. In Aviary 5, bird Yellow 441 was found dead before the fifth observation day. Yellow
seemed to be the unlucky color.

Data

Response variables.— It is common to combine total counts over multiple observation periods
of several of these variables to obtain a small number of response variables for each bird. For
example, the counts of the behaviors of feeding, drinking, and preening are often combined as a
single measure of nonsexually motivated behaviors. Counts for calling and landing on box top
are often ignored. Some combination of the behaviors perching, entering, looking, gathering, and
wing waving are often totalled as a single measure of sexually motivated behaviors. The variable
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displacing is often studied alone as it is a strong indicator of sexually motivated behavior. Day-
to-day variation in behavior is typical. As hormone and opioid levels change with time, a scientist
may choose to use behavior counts from only the last few observation times (such as the last four
here).

Song data can be summarized in a number of ways such as the total number of songs, the total
singing time in seconds, and the average length of a song.

The data is contained in an Excel document with multiple sheets. The sheet Birds contains one
row per bird in the study design with the brain chemistry measurements and other data measured
once for each bird. Five of the birds have no brain chemistry measurements. Among the other
20 birds, there are a few missing brain chemistry measurements for which the measurment process
failed to produce usable data. The sheet Sessions has information about each observational session
including the date, time the 20-minute observation period began, and identification of the female
bird used for that session. None of these variables are expected to have strong effects on variables of
interest. The sheet Behaviors contains one row for each bird per session with counts of the number
of times during that session each bird was observed to do each of the 11 behaviors. The sheet Songs
contains one row per song and identifies the identity of the bird, the duration of the song in seconds,
and the session (by aviary and date) in which the song was observed. The behavior and song data
is collected here in a more usable form than the same data found in the Daily Observations sheets
for each aviary. The sheet Complete Data Set has a row for each bird with multiple variables and
is another summary of the raw data prepared by the scientist. There is a row for each bird with
selected summaries and variables derived from other raw measures of behavior and singing. The
sheet Varible Definitions provides detailed

Details on brain chemistry measurements.— The measurments for genes in brain regions
are close to one and contain a very large number of digits because they are derived by calculations
without rounding from other raw data, not because the measurements are this precise. The mea-
surements are without units, but may be interpreted as the abundance of mRNA in that region
of the brain, relative to the average abundance of two reference genes and relative to the relative
abundances for the other birds in this study.

Here is how these numbers are calculated, more or less. After mRNA is converted to the more
stable cDNA, the laboratory procedure of PCR quickly passes through heating and cooling cycles
where at each cycle, in principle, the number of copies of cDNA doubles. A single run of PCR
includes samples from all of the study birds in separate cells and added samples from another bird
as explained below, and produces raw data for a single gene. The same tissue is separated into
separate parts so that multiple genes can be measured. The measurements are of light intensity as
the copies of cDNA contain fluorescent markers. It is not clear how to translate from measures of
fluorescence to numbers of copies of a product, so the measurable quantity of light intensity is just
proportional to the desired quantity of abundance of cDNA.

Ideally, the abundance of cDNA from gene A after t cycles would be

A0 × 2t

where A0 is the initial abundance at time 0. While PCR goes through discrete cycles, the reactions
are not instantaneous and fluorescence is measured on a fine time scale that may be thought of as
continuous. The plot of log fluorescence versus cycle time for each cell is summarized by the cycle
time (with three digit accuracy) at which the fluorescence passes a selected critical threshold. In
theory, this plot is linear. In practice very low fluorescence values are not detectable and near the
end of the PCR run, the efficiency drops considerably (it requires too many resources to double
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every increasing numbers), so a plot of the curve is flat at the detection limit for the first many
cycles before rising linearly and then tailing off at the end. The critical threshold is selected to be
near the middle of the linear portion of the curve.

The efficiency of the PCR may not be 100 percent however. If only 97 percent of the copies get
doubled at each stage, the 2 in the previous formula would be replaced by 1.97, for example. In
general, at efficiency E between 0 and 1, the abundance is

A0 × (1 + E)t

The efficiency of the reaction is determined by including cells from an additional bird brain in
known dilutions, say 1, 1/4, and 1/16. These dilutions should hit a critical fluorescence separated
by 2 cycles each ideally, (as 4 = 22). If the reaction is not 100 percent efficient, there will be a
larger gap between critical cycle times. Regression is used with the critical cycles time of the known
dilutions to determine the efficiency.

If compound A hits the critical fluorescence threshold K at cycle time tA, the formula with
efficiency EA is

A0 × (1 + EA)tA = K

can be written as
A0 = K(1 + EA)−tA

where here A0 represents the ideal fluorescence from the small initial amount of compound A. A
second compound B for the same bird and brain region has an initial ideal fluorescence of

B0 = K(1 + EB)−tB

from a PCR run with efficiency EB. The ratio of initial abundances of the compounds, assumed to
be equal to the ratio of fluorescences, is estimated as

A0/B0 =
(1 + EB)tB

(1 + EA)tA

The ratio for a second reference gene C is

A0/C0 =
(1 + EC)tC

(1 + EA)tA

and the geometric mean of these two ratios is

X =
√

A0

B0
× A0

C0
=

√
(1 + EB)tB (1 + EC)tC

(1 + EA)tA

This value X is calculated for each bird within each brain region. Finally, the value for each bird
and brain region is determined by dividing X by the geometric mean of the X values in that brain
region for all birds.

Note that this final averaging removes the ability to compare relative abundances across brain
regions.
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